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HANDLING AND STORAGE
OF EASTER LILY BULBS

By
J. B. Gartner and Charles Jackson

N. C. State College, Raleigh, N. C.

For many years commercial flower
growers have been confronted with the

problem of producing superior Easter
lilies at the time when they would
be most profitable. Some growers have
claimed that certain varieties of lilies

forced irregularly and that some failed
to bloom in time for Easter.

Commercial flower growers do not
always pot their lilies immediately
upon receipt of the bulbs. Tlie number
of days until potting and the tem
peratures at which the bulbs are held
is quite variable among commercial
growers.

The reason for the variations in

length of storage periods is due to the
fact that the bulbs are shipped from a
central point by brokers early enough
for potting in the northern states.
The potting date for Easter lilies is
later in the South than in the North,

but the bulbs are all shipped at the
same time. Many of the southern grow
ers leave their bulbs unpotted for
various lengths of time at different
temperatures.

With these varying conditions exist
ing among the growers, there devel
oped a great need for more informa
tion concerning the effects of the
various temperatures and the length
of storage periods for lily bulbs after

they had been precooled.
In December of 195-1, the Floricul

ture Section at North Carolina State

College initiated an experiment to
study the effects of delayed potting on
Croft lily plants, the bulbs of which
were stored for different lengths of
time at room temperature (75° F.).

Literature Review

Some of the earliest work concern

ing lily bulb storage was done at the
United States Horticultural Station,
Beltsville, Md. (1). Lily bulbs exposed

to cool temperature for short periods
kept in good condition and showed a
marked acceleration in bloom.

THE EFFECT OF PLANTING DATE CN THE HEIGHT

AND NUMBER OF BUDS OF EASTER LILIES.

Date Height Buds

Planted (inches) (number)

Dec. 15 15.k 5.0
17 15.1 4.2

19 14.9 4.5
21 14.3 4.6
23 14.2 4.8
25 14.8 4.6
27 12.4 3.8
29 12.4 3.6
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Brierley (1) reported that cool stor
age of Easter lily bulbs is a convenient
primary control over time of flower
ing. The customary control factor,
forcing temperature, can be used as a
fine adjustment after this primary
control has been applied.

Kiplinger, Ohio Agricultural Experi
ment Station, reported that the holding
temperature of lily bulbs following
their precooling but before planting
has a marked influence on the forcing
quality of the bulbs and that high
temperatures for rather short periods
delay maturity.

Procedure

The bulbs used in the experiment at
North Carolina State College were
shipped from a commercial concern
in a standard case in dry peat. When
the bulbs arrived at the greenhouse on
December 14 they were divided into
three groups. One group was potted
immediately in six inch pots. The
second group of bulbs was left un
potted in the potting room where the
temperatures was approximately 75°
F. This group was later divided into
seven smaller groups which were to
be potted at two day intervals follow
ing the first potting. The third group
of bulbs was placed in a cold storage
room at a temperature of 31° F.

The soil mixture used for potting
all the bulbs in the experiment was:
4 parts soil, 1 part peat, and 1 part
leafmold. One five-inch pot of dolomi-
tic limestone and one three-inch pot
of superphosphate were added to each

two and one-half bushels of" the soil

mixture. All the plants used in the
experiment were grown at 60' to 65'
F.

Results

The potting date for the first group
of bulbs was December 15, which was
the day after the bulbs arrived. The
bulbs forced very uniformly and re

quired very little temperature mani
pulation. The average number of buds
for the group was 5.0. The average
height was 15.4 inches.

The first of the smaller groups which
were left in the potting room to be
potted at two-day intervals was potted
on December 17. They showed very
little variation in growth. This proved
that, the precooling effects which cause

the bulbs to force more uniformly
had not yet been destroyed by the
high temperature in which they had
been stored.

(Continued on Page 3)
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FLOWER GROWERS SHORT

COURSE

The first in a series of one-day
Flower Growers Short Courses, was
held at New River Nursery, Hubert,
N. C, on October 23, 1957.

Host for this meeting was James
S. Melton. Mr. Melton opened up his
entire operation for all to see. An un
expected crowd of 4 5 people were on
hand for the afternoon and evening

program.

The program started at three
o'clock with a series of discussions
and demonstrations of greenhouse

techniques. Demonstrations were set
up to illustrate the water holding
capacities of several basic soil types
found in North Carolina. These basic
soils of sand, and clay were compared
to the soils having organic matter
added to them. By understanding
proper soil structure, and the action
of soils, many of the troubles as
sociated with greenhouse soils can be
eliminated before they become a
serious threat to the crops.

A demonstration of fertilizing
Poinsettias and Pot Mums was also
thoroughly discussed. Each of these
pot crops were fertilized in three
ways, (1) Recommended rates of 1 l-
tablespoons/2 gallons of water; (2)
Double closes of the recommended,

and, (3) those fertilized according to
Mr. Melton using a Hozon application.
The Hozon feeding is slightly less
than the recommended amounts. On

the Poinsettias and Pot Mums, there
was considerable difference between

the double feed and the others. On

Poinsettias, the plants fed double
amounts were darker green, thicker
leaves, stronger stems and no exces
sive stretching. On Pot Mums, much

the same was true — more foliage,
darker and thicker foliage, stronger
stems, larger flower buds and again
no appreciable stretching. As was ex
pected a test of soluble salts showed

double salt reading for the double
feed over the recommended feeding.

What effects this double feeding will

have on the plants at finish, is un

known at this time. Mr. Melton is

going to watch this demonstration

until the plants are ready for sale.

A discussion of Thielaviaopsis,

Root-Rot of Poinsettias, and of the

other rots associated with Pythium,

and Rhizoctonia diseases were dem

onstrated by Dr. Dimock. Dr. Dimock

showed where the organisms work.
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PARTICIPATE IN

STATE FAIR

The Commercial Flower Growers

Association participated in the State
Fair held recently in Raleigh.

A call went out to growers of the
Association for cut flowers, and pot
mums for decorating entrances of the
State Fair Arena. The areas decorated
were the large planter boxes located
at the two entrances to the arena. Ap

propriate signs were displayed in
forming over 500,000 people of the
organization responsible for the dis
play. The display created an atmos
phere of beauty and drew favorable
comments from many as well as State
Fair officials and visiting dignitaries.
After the fair closed, the planter boxes
were replanted with foliage plants
donated by the growers. To all who
contributed our sincerest thanks.

The following are those who con
tributed. Next year you may be asked!

J. S. Melton—New River Nursery—

Pot Mums.

Scholtz Greenhouses—Pot Mums—

Foliage.

Sedgefield Greenhouses—Pot Mums

—Foliage—Cut Flowers.

Oscar Maier Greenhouses — Carna

tions.

Pattersons Flowers — Carnations.

Sutton Greenhouse—Cut flowers.

Carolina Wholesale—Cut flowers.

symptoms and the control of each
disease. Dr. Dimock is currently on

sabbatical leave from Cornell, and is
studying diseases of Ornamentals in
North Carolina.

Mr. Melton showed how he precools
Azaleas for forcing. Mr. Melton lias
a refrigerated storage whereby be can
control temperature at 32 degrees F.
When the azaleas are removed from

storage. Mr. Melton places them in a
greenhouse under light shade, and for
2-3 days keeps a light mist over the
plants. This prevents leaf drop during
the forcing period.

A dinner meeting was held in Jack

sonville, and Dr. Scott and Dr.

Dimock gave a summary of insects

and disease in the greenhouse. The

meeting adjourned at 9 p. m.

Other one day Short Courses will

be held in Greensboro on November

20th at Sedgefield Greenhouses; in

Asheville and Monroe or Charlotte on

dates which will be announced later.
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A slight degree of variation was

noticed in the bulbs potted on Decem
ber 19. Not enough, however, to be
very objectionable.

The next group which was potted
on December 21 showed greater varia
tion in growth, which made it evident
that this was the breaking point for

greater difference in uniformity. The
average number of buds for the group
was 4.6, and the average height was

14.3 inches.

The variation in uniformity of the
subsequent pottings made on Decem
ber 23, 25, 27 and 29 was directly
proportional to the number of days
of delayed potting. The average num
ber of buds dropped from 4.6 on
December 21 to 3.6 on December 29,

and the buds were very immature.
The average height dropped from 14.3
inches to 12.4 inches.

The bulbs which were stored at

31° F. were potted on January 5. They
forced as uniformly as those potted
immediately after arrival, and the bud

count was high.

Summary and Conclusions

The effects of precooling are de
stroyed when Easter lily bulbs are
stored for five days or more at room
temperature. When lily bulbs arc
stored unpotted at room temperature
the bud count is reduced and there is

a greater variation in the height of

the plants. Lily bulbs suffer no ill ef

fects when they are kept in cold stor

age.

If the bulbs are received on the

correct potting date they should be

potted immediately. If the bulbs are

received earlier than expected, and

before the correct potting date, they

should be stored where the tempera

ture is not lower than 31° F. and not

higher than 45° F. The bulbs should
be kept in the refrigerated storage

room until they are ready to be potted.
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